Braking events in railway traffic often induce high frictional heating and thermoelastic instability (TEI) at the interfacing surfaces. In the present paper, two approaches are adopted to analyse the thermomechanical interaction in a pin-on-disc experimental study of railway braking materials. In a first part, the thermal problem is studied to find the heat partitioning between pin and disc motivated by the fact that wear mechanisms can be explained with a better understanding of the prevailing thermal conditions. The numerical model is calibrated using the experimental results. In a second part, the frictionally induced thermoelastic instabilities at the pin-disc contact are studied using a numerical method and comparing them with the phenomena observed in the experiments. The effects of temperature on material properties and on material wear are considered. It is found from the thermal analysis that the pin temperature and the heat flux to the pin increase with increasing disc temperatures up to a transition stage. This agrees with the behaviour found in the experiments. Furthermore, the thermoelastic analysis displays calculated pressure and the temperature distributions at the contact interface that are in agreement with the hot spot behaviour observed in the experiments.
NOMENCLATURE

A
Introduction
The properties of the friction materials at the contact interface determine the behaviour and performance of the brake system of a vehicle. The local temperatures and the wear of railway brake blocks are important parameters which depend on several tribological phenomena such as non-uniformities in the contact pressure distribution and third body behaviour of the contact interface. The temperatures in the frictional contact are often calculated assuming either that the contact pressure between the friction material and the rotor is constant in time or that the contact pressure has evolved to a stationary state as a result of an assumed constant wear rate (e.g., [1] ).
Simplified analyses of this kind are regularly being used for calculating (average) temperatures in brake systems.
However, also the phenomenon of frictionally induced thermoelastic instability (TEI) was investigated early, both experimentally and analytically, by Barber [2] and was later studied in detail by Burton [3] . TEI can explain the significant variations in pressure, temperature and material transition in the contact area, which deviate substantially from what can be calculated using the simplified analysis described above with e.g., constant
contact pressure between the friction material and the rotor. TEI effects cause extensive temperature gradients at the contact interfaces and can be used to explain the local temperature variations in brake materials. TEI effects have been studied in automotive applications related to brake rotors and pads and have also been examined for railway tread braking materials [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Railway brake blocks can be made from composite, sinter or cast iron materials, all with highly temperature-dependent physical properties (in a typical temperature range 0-600 °C).
The heat partitioning at railway tread braking has previously been studied by full-scale rig testing, see [5] .
In the present paper, results from a series of pin-on-disc experiments are investigated to study in detail the thermomechanical behaviour of cast iron brake block material. Previously, results from these experiments were presented with respect to wear properties of composite, sinter and cast iron railway brake block materials at controlled elevated disc temperatures, see Vernersson et al. [7] . According to the experimental results, the cast iron block material shows a decreasing wear rates at temperatures higher than 500 °C. Additionally, the generation of hot spots on the contacting surface of the cast iron pin was an interesting phenomenon which can be explained with thermoelastic effects. It should be noted that the experiments at elevated disc temperature featured an external induction heating device for controlling the disc temperature during the tests.
In the first part of the paper, the thermal problem is studied where frictional heat is generated in the contact between the stationary pin and the rotating disc and is partitioned between the two bodies. The heat partitioning for the pin-on-disc configuration is studied by a transient heat transfer analysis using a finite element model of the pin-on-disc set-up. The temperatures are calculated for a prescribed uniform contact pressure without consideration of stresses and deformations at the contact. The heat generated by friction in the pin-on-disc device is partitioned between the pin and the disc via a thermal contact resistance model. The aim of the thermal modelling is to study the heat partitioning at different temperatures and also to prepare a temperature field and the heat partitioning for the following thermoelastic instability analysis.
In the second part of the paper, a thermomechanical boundary element (BE) model is established to study the transient thermoelastic behaviour of the pin during pin-on-disc tests. In this model the influence of temperaturedependent material properties and wear rates are implemented using an explicit interpolation technique.
Method
Experimental setup
A conventional pin-on-disc machine equipped with a set of thermal instruments was used in the present study.
The disc (diameter 100 mm, thickness 10 mm) rotates at a prescribed speed and the flat-head pin (diameter 10 mm, length 17 mm) is loaded with a dead weight. The disc is made from the rim of a railway wheel of material ER8T according to European norm EN 13262 and the pin is from P10 cast iron. The sliding velocity is controlled using a device that allows specification of test speed, time of acceleration and time of deceleration. At the pin-on-disc tests performed here, the sliding velocity varies between 8 and 13 m/s and the pin-disc contact pressure is 0.56 MPa, which corresponds to the average block-wheel contact pressure for typical train stop braking cycles. However, the temperature is controlled in the present experiments and the actual braking data are therefore not of primary interest.
The pin wear is determined by measuring the weights of the pin and holder before and after each test run. An inductive displacement sensor measures the vertical displacement of the top of the pin holder. Furthermore, the machine is equipped with a laser displacement sensor that measures the vertical displacement of the rotating disc support. The friction force is measured using a force transducer that constrains the loading arm. A dedicated computer is used to sample data (100 Hz) from the inductive displacement sensor and the force transducer.
During the tests, the disc is heated to an elevated temperature by an induction heating unit, see Figure 1 , which is mounted a few millimetres above the disc. The induction heating unit is active in the MHz range and generates concentrated heating of the rotating disc, negligibly heating other parts of the rig. A pyrometer is connected to the induction heating unit to control the disc temperature during the tests. The pyrometer measures the temperature of the cylindrical part of the disc. The disc and the pin are coated with high-emissivity paint on all surfaces, except for the pin contact area, to ensure correct estimation of disc temperatures using pyrometry and thermography. A thermal camera is used to provide a side-view of the rig (i.e., pin, pin holder, and disc) and an Infrared (IR) mirror gives a view of the disc top (including the pin-disc contact track). Figure 1 shows the arrangement and the locations of the instruments. 
Modelling framework
The modelling framework has been divided in two parts. In the first part, a thermal model of the experimental set-up is established which is used to investigate the heat partitioning between the disc and the pin. In the second part, a thermomechanical boundary element model is established for studying the transient thermoelastic behaviour of the pin during pin-on-disc tests.
Thermal model Geometry
The modelled pin-on-disc system is shown in Figure 2 . The disc, disc adaptor and spinning disc are modelled as axisymmetric and pin, pin holder and arm as two-dimensional (plane), accounting for their respective out of plane thickness. Convection and radiation are added in a straightforward manner for all edges in the model but also for the front faces of the pin, pin holder and arm by use of tuned shell elements. Relevant geometrical parameters of the pin-on-disc system are listed in Table 1 . The pin is modelled with rectangular cross section where the cross sectional area is taken as equal to the actual area of the cylindrically shaped pin. For the tests from ambient temperature, the disc is put on-top of an aluminium disc and a steel disc (in order to keep temperatures low). However, for the tests at elevated temperatures an insulating material, having low thermal conductivity, was placed in-between the test disc and the aluminium disc. The convective heat exchange from a simple disc, rotating in still air, was calculated assuming a laminar boundary layer on the disc surface when the local rotational Reynolds number is Re ωr < 2.5×10 5 (Re ωr = ωr 2 /ν air ) and the Prandtl number is 0.7< Pr <5.0. The local Nusselt number is calculated [9] as
where h is the coefficient of heat transfer for air, r is the radial coordinate in the cylindrical coordinate system bound to the disc and k is the thermal conductivity.
The free convective heat transfer of the pin, pin-holder and arm is approximated by use of a vertical plane in laminar regime. The mean Nusselt number can be calculated [10] as
where Ra is the Rayleigh number and X is the characteristic length of the system. The free convective heat transfer coefficient has been calculated similar to the second equation in formula (2) . The forced and free convection formulas (1, 2) have been used to find a base estimate of the actual cooling rates in the pin-on-disc set-up. Hence, the cooling rates of the disc and the remaining structure are scaled by a calibration parameter adjusted by a non-dimensional cooling parameter to improve the agreement between simulated and experiments results. Moreover, the radiation boundary conditions in heat transfer analyses are applied by considering certain emissivities for exterior surfaces.
In the present paper, the commercial finite element package Abaqus/Standard [11] has been employed for analysing the transient heat transfer in the pin-on-disc system. It is assumed that Coulomb's law of friction is valid with a constant contact pressure p which is calculated from the weight loading on pin. The frictional power (per area unit) in the contact is then proportional to the coefficient of friction μ f and the sliding velocity v s as
In the simulations it is assumed that the coefficient of friction varies in time in the same manner as it does in the experiments.
Heat partitioning
The "third body approach" can explain the temperature jump at the interface between two contacting bodies.
Godet [12, 13] It is assumed that the frictional power generated during the test is transformed into heat over the common area of contact between pin and disc and is partitioned between pin and disc at their contact interface as shown in Figure   3 . The heat flux q contact = q D + q P generated in the disc-pin contact is partitioned as
In these equations, the first and second terms show the influence of temperature difference and the local heat partitioning, respectively.
The heat conduction between the other components of the pin-on-disc system, such as pin and pin-holder, pinholder and arms, aluminium disc adaptor and spinning disc, has been modelled by defining the gap conductance between the contacting surfaces with a high thermal contact conductance to prescribe a perfect thermal contact.
The thermal contact conductance between the steel disc and the aluminium adaptor is assumed to be h=1000 W/m 2 °C for the test at ambient temperature, according to [17] [18] [19] . However, for the tests at elevated temperatures, an insulator between the disc and the aluminium adaptor is used. Here, the thermal contact conductance between the disc and the aluminium adaptor is assumed to be completely insulated (h=0 W/m 2 °C) and a prescribed temperature is used as boundary condition for the lower part of the disc, see Figure 2 .
In the calibration process, the parameters controlling the convection cooling and the thermal resistances have been determined by minimizing the differences between the measured temperatures and the simulated results at several time points during a test. The corresponding simulated temperatures have been considered with respect to the average pin and disc temperatures as visible to the thermocamera, see Figure 4 . Response surface methods have been employed using Matlab [20] . For most of the work, three-level full factorial variations of variables have been used to build response surfaces having full quadratic terms. The final choice of convection cooling and heat partitioning parameters is an outcome of visualization of these response surfaces, but also from optimization analyses based on these response surfaces by use of the Matlab optimization toolbox. 
Thermoelastic instability
The proposed numerical method is based on a framework for estimating TEI in contact surfaces that integrates four submodels to determine pressure, temperature, wear, and updated geometry, respectively. Figure 5 shows this framework and the relationships between the four submodels. It is assumed that the pin and disc surfaces are completely smooth. As the main target of this study is TEI in the pin, the pin contact surface is divided into i × j rectangular elements (i.e., i elements in the x direction and j elements in the y direction). 
Normally loaded contact model
The boundary element method by Björklund and Andersson [21] is used to predict contact pressures. It is assumed that the pressure on each cell is acting in the normal direction and thus independent of tangential tractions.
Knowing the gap, g, between two surfaces, the pressure for all elements can be solved in matrix form as (6) where C p is the influence coefficient matrix. Each component, C i,j p , relates the deformation at element i to the unit pressure in cell j. The influence coefficients for a uniform pressure on a rectangular cell were found by Love [22] . The global displacement is δ z , which can be regarded as the distance the two contact surfaces would have overlapped without any interaction. The equation is solved by iteratively varying δ z to find the known applied normal force. As the apparent contact area is known in advance for conformal contacts, it is first estimated as the region where the two contacting surfaces interpenetrate without any deformation. Solving Eq. (6) will result in some pressures having negative values, indicating that these elements are outside the contact region. These elements are removed and Eq. (6) is solved again until all pressures become positive.
Since the contact pressures on some asperities exceed the yield stresses, the resulting deformation is plastic rather than elastic. An approximate approach to account for this is to include an ideal plastic material model that limits the allowable pressure [23] . Thus, Eq. (6) is first solved by removing all negative pressures. The pressures in the contact region are then inspected; the pressures on some elements exceeding the allowable pressures, p a , are set to this limit value and then removed from subsequent iterations. These elements are considered plastically deformed and still contribute to deforming the elastic elements. Iteration is resumed until all pressures are positive and less than or equal to the allowable pressure. The allowable pressure level can, for example, be set as the ultimate stress or the hardness of the materials [23] . Note that the allowable pressure is temperaturedependent. Thus, the value of the allowable pressure on each element depends on the temperature of the element.
The output of the normally loaded contact model is the pressure of all elements and the real contact area.
Contact temperature model
The contact temperature model computes the local contact temperature and the current values of the temperaturedependent material properties. According to Knothe and Liebelt [24] , the Péclet number, which may be interpreted as the ratio between the surface speed and the rate of diffusion of heat into the solid, is given by:
If L > 10, heat conduction occurs only perpendicularly to the contact plane, i.e., in the z-direction [24] . Note that the same coordinate system was utilized in this work as introduced by Knothe and Liebelt. In our case, the Péclet number, L, is quite large, i.e., L>100 [24] . As a result, longitudinal and lateral heat conduction, i.e., in the x-and y-directions, can be neglected. The assumptions applied in the submodel are as follows:
 the effects of elastic deformation are negligible;  the frictional losses are transformed completely into heat and not into wear particle formation;  heat losses due to radiation and convection are negligible in the contact; and  the frictional heat flows into both bodies.
The method proposed by Knothe and Liebelt [24] is based on a 2D solution for arbitrary pressure distribution.
However, here the method is generalized for three dimensions, as follows:
where T 0 is the base temperature, i.e., the surface temperature away from the contacting surfaces. Note that there is no rolling in the pin-on-disc machine, so v v = v s .
In this model, the heat-partitioning factor α is assumed time and temperature-dependent and follows the method proposed by Yevtushenko and Grzes [25] .
The material properties, such as the elastic modulus, E, the allowable pressure (yield limit), p a , and the thermal properties that are used as input to the other submodels depend on the surface temperature. Using the calculated local contact temperatures and interpolating the values for the material properties from Table 2 leads to a reasonable estimate of the material properties in each cell based on their temporary temperature. The calculated contact temperatures are local contact temperatures, which are used to define the local elastic modulus, and the local ultimate stresses that are used as the allowable pressures in the normally loaded contact model. 
Compressive stresses due to thermal expansion
The elevated temperature in the contact surface induces local thermal expansion of both pin and disc, causing non-uniform expansion in cells. As one-dimensional heat transfer was assumed for the pin cells in the contact area, they behave as interconnected insulated rods. The interconnection condition balances the thermally induced compressive and tensile stresses as the mean pressure is not temperature-dependent. We therefore have
The neutral temperature, T ni , is calculated through eqs. (10) and (11) for each cell. However, this temperature generally does not correspond to mean pressure because of the non-linear temperature-dependence of thermal expansion and elastic modulus. After this the compressive or tensile stresses are determined for each cell.
Wear process and updated geometry
The sliding contact between the pin and disc causes wear of both objects. In this study, we neglect the wear process on the disc and assume that only the pin is worn. Based on this assumption, we can predict the wear in each cell of the pin using Archard's wear model. We can therefore estimate the thickness of the worn material for each cell in every time step as
This incremental wear means that the geometries of the two mating surfaces do not fulfil the initial condition. It is therefore necessary to update the geometry and then, for the updated geometry, to calculate and update both the pressure and the temperature. The summary of the whole process is elaborated on in Figure 6 . 
Results
Results from the thermal model
The thermal model was first calibrated using experimental results for the test starting from ambient temperature, thus determining the thermal contact resistances and the parameters controlling the convection cooling. After this, the tests at elevated temperature were assessed, utilizing the cooling parameters as determined by the calibration process from ambient temperature, while the thermal resistances were calibrated to find the values for the high temperatures. Examples of measured temperatures and temperatures calculated by the calibrated model are given in Figure 7 for testing at ambient temperature and at a temperature of 300 °C. The temperatures from the calibrated model can be seen to follow the measured temperatures for the main part of the testing time which is about 20 min for these tests. Note that the large variations of the (maximum) experimental pin temperature are a result of the movements of hot spots at the disc contact. By use of the calibrated model it is now possible to illustrate the heat partitioning between pin and disc during a test. Figure 8 illustrates results from testing at ambient temperature and at a temperature of 300 °C. To determine the disc heating at the elevated temperature levels it is utilised that the disc temperature is stationary, meaning that the heat into the disc equals the heat lost by cooling which is found by employing standard post-processing routines.
A summary of the heat partitioning values towards the end of the tests are given in Table 3 . The results show that the part of the thermal power that goes to the pin increases with (disc) testing temperature up to 500 °C and then decreases for higher temperature. This transition between 500 °C and 550 °C means a drop in the fraction of the heat that goes to the pin from about 20% to 15%. Figure 9 illustrates the pin temperatures and heat introduced into disc and pin as a function of disc temperature.
Note that the heat going to the disc is supplied both from frictionally induced heating and from heating with the external induction heater. These results show that the pin temperature increases by increasing disc temperatures up to an elevated temperature of 500 °C. This agrees with the results in Table 3 which shows the heat partitioning to the pin. Moreover, the heat to pin follows the same trend as the average pin temperature with respect to disc temperature, see Figure 9 (right). Figure 10 shows typical results from the physical experiments. The hot region of the pin is seen to move from the left to the right side of the pin. Figure 11 shows the friction force at a sliding velocity of 8.5 m/s and a load of 2 kg. Figure 12 presents the specific wear rate of a cast iron pin at various temperatures. These data are extracted from Vernersson et al. [7] based on the material loss of the pin at various initial contact temperatures. The increase in the specific wear rate with temperature can be explained by oxidation wear. The oxidation rate increases with temperature (and moisture); this creates an oxide layer that is brittle and easily worn off, giving a wear rate that increases with temperature. At a specific temperature, the oxidation rate becomes large enough to create a more stable and thus a more wear-resistant oxide layer. Figure   12 shows that the specific wear rate drastically decreases at temperatures above 500°C. The temperature drops as registered for the pin temperatures in Figure 13 can be explained by hot spots moving in the pin contact; occasionally the hot spots are in the view of the thermocamera but at other times they are at the other corner of the pin where they are out of the view from the camera. When the hot spots move out of view, drops in pin maximum and average temperature are registered, the drops in maximum temperature being more distinct. This problem does not occur for the minimum pin temperature or the average, maximum, and minimum disc temperatures as no moving hot spots are observed in these cases. Figure 15 shows the temperature distributions. In the initial stage (Figure 15a ), the maximum temperature occurs in places with the highest contact pressure and the highest sliding velocity. Figure 15b shows the temperature increase in various cells; however, the hot spots are still on the right side of contact surface. In Figure 15c , the hot spots have moved to the left side of the contact surface, which is a result of the shift of the highest local pressures caused by local wear at the points of initial contact.
Results from thermoelastic model
Concluding remarks and outlook
The current study has demonstrated two different approaches for studying the thermomechanical interaction at a pin-on-disc test using one of the most common railway braking materials, i.e., cast iron, at ambient and at elevated disc temperatures. First, the thermal problem was studied by a finite element approach where a model was calibrated using measured temperatures to reveal the heat partitioning in the pin-on-disc test. It has been
shown that the heat flux to the pin (and the pin temperature) increases by increasing disc temperatures up to an elevated temperature of 500 °C. This also corresponds to an increase in wear rate that was found in the experimental study [7] . The results show that the part of the heat that goes to the pin drops by about 25%
(Q pin / Q total decreases from 0.205 at 500 °C to 0.155 at 550 °C) for disc temperatures higher than the transition temperature 500 °C. The decrease in wear rate above the transition temperature has previously been explained by formation of a layer of stable oxides in the contact surface, which according to the new findings also modifies the part of the heat entering the pin. The two-dimensional model and methodology developed may be used to predefine the heat partitioning factor for thermoelastic analysis in a sequential multiphysics workflow.
In the second part of the work, a numerical model has been developed to study the transient thermoelastic behaviour of the pin during pin-on-disc tests by assuming that the pin has been built up by finite rectangular elements. It is shown that the contact pressure increases over time as the temperature increases. Both temperature and pressure vary over the contact area which can explain the hot spot movement on the pin. The results indicate that the proposed methodology can be used to predict different TEI phenomena for railway braking materials. Its usage can be extended to other applications, if the required material data are known. The results of these simulations are promising, but the analysis was qualitative to study the main phenomena occurring. Therefore, further studies are needed to improve this model, for example, by considering disc wear, initial roughness, and discontinuities on both disc and pin (grooves), and to identify and represent hot spots and potential regions of material transformation, for example, to martensite, on the disc surface. It is also highly relevant to include other surface cooling effects, such as convection and radiation from the pin and disc surfaces. Another challenge would be to find the most suitable and efficient cell size and time step in the calculations.
Temperature fluctuations and thermoelastic instability, and consequently hot spot evolution in railway tread braking, are likely to occur due to contact conditions such as pressure distribution and heat partitioning.
Therefore, studying the effect of material properties and thermal capacity of railway wheels and brake blocks can help to develop the performance of this type of frictional braking. These contact mechanics phenomena generate challenging problems that result from the complexity of physical effects that occur at and in the surrounding of the interfacing surfaces. These effects are still not fully understood and much research remains to be done.
